
1) Alex said that he (resign) as the head boy.

2) If I (know) you were coming, I would have waited.

3) We (learn) these words in the previous lesson too.

4) Grace wanted to know what I (do) before meeting her.

5) Before Smith moved to Dallas in 2016, he (live)  in Brazil.

7) I (clean) my room before Mother reminded me to do so.

6)

understand them completely.

Tony said that he (read) the instructions but didn't

8)

her life.

Cynthia didn't want to leave London; she (work) there all 

9) By the time I called to book a ticket, they (close) the

booking.

10) Team Florida won all their games because they (practice)

well.

Complete the sentences using the past perfect tense forms of the verbs in the

parentheses.
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The past perfect tense is used to indicate a past action or event that was

completed before a de!nitive time or another action. It is formed with

had+ verb in past participle.

Example: My teacher said that I had done (do) well in all the subjects.
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1) Alex said that he (resign) as the head boy.had resigned

2) If I (know) you were coming, I would have waited.had known

3) We (learn) these words in the previous lesson too.had learned

4) Grace wanted to know what I (do) before meeting her.had done

5) Before Smith moved to Dallas in 2016, he (live)  in Brazil.had lived

7) I (clean) my room before Mother reminded me to do so.had cleaned

6)

understand them completely.

Tony said that he (read) the instructions but didn'thad read

8)

her life.

Cynthia didn't want to leave London; she (work) there all had worked

9) By the time I called to book a ticket, they (close) thehad closed

booking.

10) Team Florida won all their games because they (practice)had practiced

well.

Complete the sentences using the past perfect tense forms of the verbs in the

parentheses.
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The past perfect tense is used to indicate a past action or event that was

completed before a de!nitive time or another action. It is formed with

had+ verb in past participle.

Example: My teacher said that I had done (do) well in all the subjects.
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